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Who Was Johnny Appleseed
Johnny Appleseed and the American Orchard illuminates the meaning of Johnny "Appleseed"
Chapman's life and the environmental and cultural significance of the plant he
propagated. Creating a startling new portrait of the eccentric apple tree planter,
William Kerrigan carefully dissects the oral tradition of the Appleseed myth and draws
upon material from archives and local historical societies across New England and the
Midwest. The character of Johnny Appleseed stands apart from other frontier heroes like
Davy Crockett and Daniel Boone, who employed violence against Native Americans and nature
to remake the West. His apple trees, nonetheless, were a central part of the agroecological revolution at the heart of that transformation. Yet men like Chapman, who
planted trees from seed rather than grafting, ultimately came under assault from
agricultural reformers who promoted commercial fruit stock and were determined to extend
national markets into the West. Over the course of his life John Chapman was transformed
from a colporteur of a new ecological world to a curious relic of a pre-market one.
Weaving together the stories of the Old World apple in America and the life and myth of
John Chapman, Johnny Appleseed and the American Orchard casts new light on both. -- James
Gilbert, University of Maryland
The life story of John Chapman, whose distribution of apple seeds and trees across the
Midwest made him a legend.
The story of Johnny Appleseed who planted apple seeds all over the wilderness.
Planting trees is quite an art. He plants the apples with his heart. Johnny, Johnny
Appleseed. Everyone knows the legend of Johnny Appleseed, the man from Massachusetts who
planted apple trees all the way to California. But the true story of Johnny Appleseed, or
John Chapman, is even greater than the legend. In deft and lyrical prose, Jane Yolen
tells the whole story of an individual who forever changed the landscape of America.
Breathtaking paintings by award-winning artist Jim Burke illuminate the historical detail
of this man's life while capturing all the magic and mystery of his legend.
The Core of Johnny Appleseed
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Who was Johnny Appleseed?
Johnny Appleseed
American Nurseryman
A first-person narrative of the life of the legendary figure who traveled across the American frontier planting apple trees and carrying the
Christian faith to pioneer families.
Introduces the planet Earth, including its orbit, geology, oceans, atmosphere, weather, and inhabitants.
Shows how Johnny Appleseed grew from a young boy who loved the outdoors into the legendary man who spread apple trees all across the
United States.
John Chapman, aka Johnny Appleseed, made himself the stuff of legend by spreading the seeds of apple trees from Pennsylvania to Indiana.
Along with that, he offered the seeds of nonviolence and vegetarianism, good relationships with Native Americans, and peace among the
settlers. He was one of the New World’s earliest followers of the Swedish theologian Emanuel Swedenborg. The story of John Chapman
operates as a counter-narrative to the glorification of violence, conquest, and prevailing notions of how the West was Won. It differentiates
between the history and the half-myths of Johnny Appleseed’s life and work: His apples, for instance, were prized for many reasons, but none
more so than for the making of hard cider. He was also a real estate speculator of sorts, purchasing potentially fertile but unproven acres and
then planting saplings before flipping the land. Yet, he had less interest in financial gain and yes, this is an accurate part of the
mythology than in spreading visions of peace and love. Johnny Appleseed brings this quintessentially American story to life in comics form.
The Legend and the Truth
My Little Golden Book about Johnny Appleseed
The Unknown Story of a Spiritual Trailblazer
The Romance of the Sower

“Finally, the cliché is peeled away and the essence of this utterly American character is
so revealing. John Chapman comes alive here and it is a thrilling experience to escape
the specific gravity of the decades of myth” (Ken Burns). This portrait of Johnny
Appleseed restores the flesh-and-blood man beneath the many myths. It captures the
boldness of an iconic American and the sadness of his last years, as the frontier marched
past him, ever westward. And it shows how death liberated the legend and made of Johnny a
barometer of the nation’s feelings about its own heroic past and the supposed Eden it
once had been. Howard Means does for America’s inner frontier what Stephen Ambrose’s
Undaunted Courage did for its western one.
John Chapman, better known as Johnny Appleseed, has become an American icon. Recent
biographies have portrayed him as everything from a schizophrenic wanderer to a shameless
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hedonist. Who was the real man behind the legends? Ray Silverman uncovers a portrait of a
thoughtful, deeply spiritual man whose joy in life inspired him to share his bounty with
as many others as he could.
Relates episodes from the life of Johnny Appleseed, a peaceful man who roamed the West
for fifty years planting and tending to the trees that bore his favorite fruit, the
apple.
The book that helped make Michael Pollan, the New York Times bestselling author of How to
Change Your Mind, Cooked and The Omnivore’s Dilemma, one of the most trusted food experts
in America Every schoolchild learns about the mutually beneficial dance of honeybees and
flowers: The bee collects nectar and pollen to make honey and, in the process, spreads
the flowers’ genes far and wide. In The Botany of Desire, Michael Pollan ingeniously
demonstrates how people and domesticated plants have formed a similarly reciprocal
relationship. He masterfully links four fundamental human desires—sweetness, beauty,
intoxication, and control—with the plants that satisfy them: the apple, the tulip,
marijuana, and the potato. In telling the stories of four familiar species, Pollan
illustrates how the plants have evolved to satisfy humankind’s most basic yearnings. And
just as we’ve benefited from these plants, we have also done well by them. So who is
really domesticating whom?
The Story of a Legend
My Story
The Value of Love
The Story of Johnny Appleseed
The true adventures of Jonathan Chapman, who braved the unfriendly wilderness to bring apple trees and brotherly love
to America's new frontier.
Relates how John Chapman's distribution of apple seeds and trees across America made him a legend.
A biography of John Chapman whose distribution of appleseeds and trees across the Midwest made him a legend and
left us a legacy we can still enjoy today.
John Chapman, introduced apple trees to large part of the US Midwest and some parts of Canada. Known as Johnny
Appleseed, he was an eccentric and religious man who was kind, generous, and loved animals. This book is an
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introduction to the life and generosity of Johnny Appleseed whose unselfishness inspired songs, books, and city parks.
This jovial volume contains original artwork, historical context of the story, recounts the folktale from diverse cultures, and
defines words unique to the story.
Who Was Johnny Appleseed?
A Plant's-Eye View of the World
Johnny Appleseed, a Voice in the Wilderness
Six Questions of Socrates: A Modern-Day Journey of Discovery through World Philosophy

A nonfiction Little Golden Book about an American every child should know In this simple yet lively book, preschoolers will be introduced to
John Chapman, better known as Johnny Appleseed. Lyrical text and bright, appealing artwork capture the essence of this important American.
Little ones will enjoy engaging anecdotes about Johnny Appleseed, beginning with the young John, who liked to walk barefoot in the cool,
quiet woods. They'll gain a clear understanding of the way he helped American settlers by walking a hundred thousand miles in his lifetime, for
over fifty years, to plant seeds. Fun facts at the end--such as how Johnny Appleseed looked poor in his worn-out clothes, but died owning over a
thousand acres of land--round out this nonfiction book with typical Little Golden Book style and warmth.
The larger-than-life story of a true American hero -- John Chapman, better known as Johnny Appleseed. Kellogg "is ideal as interpreter of this
fascinating man....[His] color has never been so rich and luxuriant....An affectionate portrayal, enthusiastically accomplished." -- Booklist.
Weaving together the stories of the Old World apple in America and the life and myth of John Chapman, Johnny Appleseed and the American
Orchard casts new light on both.
A poem describing Johnny Appleseed's appearance and actions.
John Chapman
The True Tale of Johnny Appleseed
The Man, the Myth, the American Story
Johnny Appleseed: The Grand Old Man of the Forest

Recounts the story of the man who traveled west planting apple seeds to make the country a better place
to live.
Introduce your brilliant baby to the American icon Johnny Appleseed. John Chapman, known as "Johnny
Appleseed," planted apple tree nurseries all over Pennsylvania, Ontario, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and West
Virginia. He believed nobody should ever harm a living thing, so he advocated for animal rights, became a
vegetarian, and planted seeds instead of grafting tree branches like most other orchardists. Kate Coombs
and Seth Lucas recreate Johnny Appleseed's adventures for young readers, encouraging them to Be
Adventurous and to Be Kind to every person, animal, and plant they meet. Kate Coombs is an awardPage 4/7
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winning author of original fairy tales, poems, middle-grade fantasy novels, and picture books, including
the critically acclaimed Water Sings Blue, which won the Lee Bennett Hopkins Poetry Award for 2012,
and seven books in the bestselling BabyLit series. She lives in Bountiful, Utah. Carme Lemniscates is an
award-winning author, illustrator, and designer of children's books. In 2010 she founded Lemniscates
Studio (www.lemniscates.com) in her home city of Barcelona to create her own children's book projects,
which she both writes and illustrates. Carme also illustrated best-selling author Jennifer Adams' I Am a
Warrior Goddess.
Learn about the real man behind the legend.
The perfect biography to "bite into" at the start of a new school year! Children are sure to be fascinated
by the eccentric and legendary Johnny Appleseed, a man who is best known for bringing apple trees to
the midwest. Over John Chapman’s lifetime, he saw the country grow and start to spread westward.
Traveling alone— in bare feet and sporting a pot on his head!—Johnny left his own special mark planting
orchards that helped nourish new communities. His journeys and adventures are illustrated in a hundred
black-and-white illustrations.
Johnny Appleseed and the American Orchard
God's Faithful Planter, John Chapman
The Man who was Johnny Appleseed
Johnny Appleseed: My Story
Based on a real person, this tall tale tells the story of legendary nurseryman Johnny Appleseed and how
he introduced apple trees to large parts of the United States. Additional features to aid comprehension
include background information and historical context of the tale, and an introduction to the author and
illustrator.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK · A PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER BEST OF THE YEAR “Woven together out of the
strands of myth, science fiction, and ecological warning, Matt Bell’s Appleseed is as urgent as it is
audacious.” —Kelly Link, Pulitzer Prize finalist and national bestselling author of Get in Trouble A
“breathtaking novel of ideas unlike anything you’ve ever read” (Esquire) from Young Lions Fiction
Award–finalist Matt Bell, a breakout book that explores climate change, manifest destiny, humanity’s
unchecked exploitation of natural resources, and the small but powerful magic contained within every
single apple. In eighteenth-century Ohio, two brothers travel into the wooded frontier, planting apple
orchards from which they plan to profit in the years to come. As they remake the wilderness in their own
image, planning for a future of settlement and civilization, the long-held bonds and secrets between the
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two will be tested, fractured and broken—and possibly healed. Fifty years from now, in the second half
of the twenty-first century, climate change has ravaged the Earth. Having invested early in genetic
engineering and food science, one company now owns all the world’s resources. But a growing resistance
is working to redistribute both land and power—and in a pivotal moment for the future of humanity, one
of the company’s original founders will return to headquarters, intending to destroy what he helped
build. A thousand years in the future, North America is covered by a massive sheet of ice. One lonely
sentient being inhabits a tech station on top of the glacier—and in a daring and seemingly impossible
quest, sets out to follow a homing beacon across the continent in the hopes of discovering the last
remnant of civilization. Hugely ambitious in scope and theme, Appleseed is the breakout novel from a
writer “as self-assured as he is audacious” (NPR) who “may well have invented the pulse-pounding novel
of ideas” (Jess Walter). Part speculative epic, part tech thriller, part reinvented fairy tale,
Appleseed is an unforgettable meditation on climate change; corporate, civic, and familial
responsibility; manifest destiny; and the myths and legends that sustain us all.
Who's that walking along the Ohio? It's Johnny Appleseed! He walks across the land, planting trees
wherever he goes. So, everyone, clap your hands for Johnny Appleseed!
With a bag of seeds and a pot on his head, John Chapman set out West to plant apple trees. He made lots
of friends and planted lots of trees. Pretty soon, people started to call him Johnny Appleseed.
The Botany of Desire
Appleseed
A Poem

Johnny Appleseed was an important historical figure, well known for planting apple orchards
across the new frontier. But he was also a master storyteller! In his own folksy voice, Johnny
Appleseed tells his story to a couple of entranced children in this fictionalized Step 2 title.
Readers learn how he started planting apple trees—and about some of the myths and true stories
of his life.
The biography of this simple and generous man ranges from his birth in Massachusetts, where he
originally grew his orchards, to his journey to the West, where he continued to share the beauty
of his trees with others and became known as Johnny Appleseed.
Retells in graphic novel format the legend of Johnny Appleseed, who traveled all over America
planting apple trees.
Recounts the story of John Chapman, the man behind the legend of Johnny Appleseed, who went on a
great adventure across the land planting apple seeds everywhere he went.
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Little Naturalists Johnny Appleseed
Better Known as Johnny Appleseed
The Story of the Pioneer John Chapman
The Legend of Johnny Appleseed
Who Was Johnny Appleseed?Penguin
Sung To The Tune "The Muffin Man", This Rhyming Title Will Have Students Giggling As They Learn The Tale Of Johnny Appleseed. Teaching
Focus, Words To Know Before You Read, Comprehension And Extension Activities. Inside Front And Back Cover Parent And Teacher Support.
How people around the world grapple with the great questions posed by Socrates. What is virtue? What is moderation? What is justice? What is
courage? What is good? What is piety? Socrates thought that understanding the perspectives of others on these six great questions would help him
become a more excellent human being. Following in Socrates's footsteps, Christopher Phillips—"Johnny Appleseed with a master's degree" (Utne
Reader)—investigates these same questions, beginning in the marketplace of modern-day Athens. He goes on to investigate the timely responses
and outlooks of people from different cultures and backgrounds around the world: from Greece and Spain to Japan and Korea, Mexico City, and
Chiapas, where the region's indigenous people struggle for fundamental human rights. Phillips also traveled throughout the United States,
holding dialogues in diverse communities from New York City to the Navajo Nation. Introducing us to less familiar thinkers in non-Western
traditions who were kindred spirits of Socrates, Phillips enlarges our perspectives on life's fundamental questions, creating an innovative world
survey of philosophy.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS/AGES 4-8
A Cultural History
A Novel
A story of John Chapman, better known as Johnny Appleseed, based on the author's life-long study of the
beloved American pioneer, missionary, and apple lover.
Recounts the life and adventures of the legendary Johnny Appleseed as he made his way across the country
planting appleseeds and selling and trading sprouts.
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